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Presentation Notes
Good morning, my name is Leo Martin and I am the Resource Description Librarian for Unique Formats and Materials at University of Houston Libraries. Just some quick housekeeping: this presentation includes both audio and video media. I’ve done my best to ensure that the volume is adequate, but each participant should be aware that they might want to make local adjustments to their settings during playback. Alright, lets jump right into: “Ghost in the MARChine, pseudonymity and anonymity usage in electronica music sound recordings.



Overview
• This presentation will principally discuss pseudonymity and anonymity usage by 

agents in the Name Authority File (NAF), with a focus on electronica music 
producers throughout the 2010s.

Part I: 
• Overview of the genre (concept), musical genres, and musical microgenres. 
• Overview of electronics in LCSH, LCGFT, and LCMPT.
• Overview of the LC Genre/Form Thesaurus submission process (SACO-Music).
• Challenges describing sound recordings, including the usage of Electronic music 

and Electronica (Music) terms.
Part II:
• Constructing name authority records (NARs) for pseudonymous persons 

including joint pseudonyms following the FAQ – LC/PCC “Practice for Creating 
NARs for Persons Who Use Pseudonyms.”

• Key takeaways, additional examples and frequently asked questions.
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Presentation Notes
Today's presentation builds on two earlier ones I gave on microgenres in May 2020 and February 2021: the first, “Microgenres: A cataloger's dilemma,” discussed challenges catalogers can encounter when describing popular music sound recordings including musical microgenres. [A]. The second, “Microgenres: Memory, Community, and preserving the present,” discussed microgenres as a cultural phenomenon, and metadata description for musical microgenres in a library environment. [B] Today’s we’ll discuss pseudonymity and anonymity usage in electronica music sound recordings: Part 1 discusses the concept of genre, navigating taxonomies, and the development of microgenres as a cultural phenomenon, as well as common challenges with metadata description of works with electronic instruments. Part 2 discusses constructing name authority records for anonymous or pseudonymous persons based on the Library of Congress and Participants of Cooperative Cataloging FAQ document. We’ll wrap up with key takeaways and if there’s time, I can provide additional examples reflecting the topics discussed today.



What is a “Genre” and Who Decides?
From John Frow’s, “Genre”: 
• “Genre, we might say is a set of conventional and highly organized constraints on 

the production and interpretation of meaning.”
• “Genres create effects of reality and truth, authority and plausibility, which are 

central to the different ways the world is understood in the writing of history or of 
philosophy or of science, or in painting, or in everyday talks.”

From the Introduction to Library of Congress Genre Form/Terms… :
• Genres and forms may be broadly defined as categories of resources that share 

known conventions. More specifically, genre/form terms may describe the 
purpose, structure, content, and/or themes of resources. 

Plato’s literary genres: poetry, drama and prose. 
Genre is a conversation. Genres provides people, groups and organizations with a 
shared language of terms and concepts to better facilitate interaction with and 
description of the world around them; as well as relationships amongst themselves. 
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I’ll open with a quote from Legacy Russell’s book, Glitch feminism, “To glitch is to embrace malfunction and to embrace malfunction is in and of itself an expression that starts with no.” [1] Genre as defined by John Frow: “Genre, we might say is a set of conventional and highly organized constraints on the production and interpretation of meaning... [2]. Genres create effects of reality and truth, authority and plausibility, which are central to the different ways the world is understood in the writing of history or of philosophy or of science, or in painting, or in everyday talks.” [3] Next, genre as defined in the Introduction to Library of Congress Genre Form/Terms: “Genres and forms may be broadly defined as categories of resources that share known conventions. More specifically, genre/form terms may describe the purpose, structure, content, and/or themes of resources.”[4] There’s also Plato’s literary genres: poetry, drama and prose, the earliest know Western examples of the genre.[5] I define genre is a conversation. Genres provides people, groups and organizations with a shared language of terms and concepts to better facilitate interaction with and description of the world around them and relationships amongst themselves. 



Overview of Controlled Vocabularies
Library of Congress: (source code list)

• Subject headings (LCSH) -- $2 lcsh
• Genre/Form terms (LCGFT) -- $2 lcgft
• Medium of performance thesaurus for music (LCMPT) -- $2 lcmpt
• Demographic and group terms (LCDGT) $2 lcdgt

Non-LC taxonomies and ontologies*:
• Genre terms for tabletop games -- $2 gttg
• OLAC Video Game Genre Terms -- $2 olacvggt
• Homosaurus -- $2 homoit
• *Wikidata -- $2 wikidata

Uncontrolled terms & Locally assigned subject headings:
• Typically reserved for institution specific resources or archival materials -- $2 local.
• Can incorporate “folksonomies,” user generated tags aggregated into a controlled list. 
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We’ll do a brief overview of controlled vocabularies. When assigning terms to resources catalogers should be thinking about “is-ness and about-ness.” That is, knowing when they’re assigning headings for what a resource is about or assigning headings for what a resource is. This presentation will focus primarily on the latter: Assigning appropriate headings for what things are, including agents, works and expressions. The Library of Congress has several controlled vocabularies in production. Today we’ll be discussing the vocabularies listed below. Next is a list of non-LC taxonomies and ontologies. The top two vocabularies focus on is-ness and are for describing tabletop games and video games respectively. The Homosaurus is an international linked data vocabulary of LGBTQ terms that supports improved access to LGBTQ resources within cultural institutions. The current linked data version was released in 2019, and the original was created in 1997 as a standalone vocabulary.[6] Wikidata is a free, collaborative, multilingual, secondary database, collecting structured data to provide support for Wikipedia, Wikimedia Commons, the other wikis of the Wikimedia movement, and to anyone in the world.[7] Wikidata utilizes linked data in subject, predicate, object statements (or triples) to describe things, and utilizes functional requirements for bibliographic records as a two-layer framework of work and edition. Lastly are uncontrolled terms and locally assigned subject headings. Uncontrolled terms can appear as either unstructured data in resources or supplied as structured data with locally assigned subject headings, and assigned in subfield code of local in a MARC environment. Uncontrolled terms can also be collocated into a folksonomy. Folksonomies are user generated tags which are aggregated by machines into controlled lists. Bandcamp uses algorithm and content management in its “Discovery” feature [8], as well as “Every noise at once” by Glenn McDonald and powered by the Spotify API. [9]�

https://www.loc.gov/standards/sourcelist/subject.html
https://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects
https://id.loc.gov/authorities/genreForms
https://id.loc.gov/authorities/performanceMediums
https://id.loc.gov/authorities/demographicTerms
https://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc826647/
http://olacinc.org/olac-video-game-vocabulary
https://homosaurus.org/
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page


Brief overview of Taxonomies in LC

Taxonomies define groups of words 
and their relationships:
• BT “broader term” = See also tracing; 

MARC 555 $w g
• NT “narrower term” = See also tracing; 

MARC 555 $w h 
• UF “use for” = Variant access point; 

MARC 455
• [Former heading] 445 $w nne

• RT “related term” is not used in 
LCSH/LCGFT

• Appears as 680 scope note.
• Note, $w nna suppresses references.

Electronica (Music) $2 lcgft
BT Popular music
NT Ambient music (Electronica)

Electronic dance music
BT Dance music

Electronica (Music)
UF Club music

EDM (Electronic dance music)
*Underground dance music

Nu jazz
Synthpop (Music)
Vaporwave (Music)
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Taxonomies define groups of words and their relationships, which are often hierarchical in nature. We’ll use the authorized term, Electronica (Music) in LC’s genre/form thesaurus as our example of how taxonomies work. LC began designing this thesaurus in 2007 to describe what a resource is, rather than what it is about, distinguishing itself from what subject headings do. [10] We can define broader terms, which appear as see also tracings in MARC field 555 with a subfield w coded g. Popular music is a broader term assigned to Electronica (Music). We can also define narrower terms, which appear as see-also reference in MARC field 555 with a subfield w coded h [11]. Electronica (Music) has the narrower terms, Ambient music (Electronica), Electronic dance music, Nu jazz, Synthpop (Music) and Vaporwave (Music). Within Electronic dance music we can assign the broader terms, dance music and electronica music. We can also assign “use for” terms, which appear as variant access points in MARC field 455. Variant access points for Electronic dance music include Club music, and the genres abbreviation EDM. We can also change the variant access point subfield w to nne, with the “ee” standing for earlier heading). This appends the term with the text “former heading” and can better facilitates access to the currently used term. Some taxonomies also use related terms, which denote associative relationships rather than hierarchical ones, these relationships can be further defined or distinguished in a 680 scope note field.[12] Lastly, we can supply a subfield w nna to suppress a previously used reference from displaying in a catalog. There are currently no Genre/form terms I’ve found that utilize this feature, instead it’s more commonly found in established person names or corporate bodies.



Electronic Music in LC Subject Headings
• Generally, do not use Electronic music $2 lcsh for popular musical works.
• Use Electronic music $2 lcsh for forms and types of music that include 

“electronics” and headings with medium of performance that include “electronics.” 
• Always treat electronics as an instrument following construction similar to other 

musical forms. Note that tape (pre-recorded audio) is “electronics” in LCSH. 
• Follow the order of instruments is by instrument family, then within each family. 
• Use Electronic music $2 lcsh if the work is not in a specific type or isn’t already 

brought out by existing subjects for the resource.
• Do not modify these headings or the term “electronics” in a heading to indicate 

the number of instruments. Electronics are treated similarly to percussion.
• See NT Computer music, “…musical works not in a specific form or of a specific 

type in which the sounds are generated or altered using digital technology.” 
• Follow LC Subject Cataloging Manual H 1917.5. and also, “Those darn electronic 

music headings!,” at the Music Cataloging at Yale website.
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Generally, do not use Electronic music $2 lcsh for popular musical works. There are some exceptions to this regarding narrower terms which we’ll touch on later. However, Electronic music is reserved for works best described as Art music. The key takeaway here is to treat Electronic music like other medium of performance headings in LCSH. Electronics is treated as a medium of performance and follows standard LCSH conventions for assigning the term. This scope note tells catalogers that they’ll need to construct a subject heading with electronics treated as an instrument. Construction headings follows that of other musical forms. Please note that this includes following the order of instruments by instrument family and then alphabetically within each family. Electronics is lumped in with percussion and other instruments, so all these instruments are arranged alphabetically within their group. Also, treat “tape” also known as pre-recorded audio as “electronics” in LCSH. Also supply the term electronic music if the work isn’t brought out by a form heading within the resource. Treat electronics like percussion and omit the number of performing instruments if there is more than one type electronic instrument present. See also the narrower term, “Computer music,” this subject heading is assigned for musical works not in a specific form or type in which sounds are generated or altered using digital technology. This term is used for electroacoustic music using the term computer or computer. Please refer the LC Subject Cataloging manual H 1917.5 which includes instructions on usage and several examples with electronics.[13] See also “Those darn electronic music headings!” on the Music Cataloging at Yale website for additional information and examples.[14]�

https://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeSHM/H1917_5.pdf
https://web.library.yale.edu/cataloging/music/subinstr#electronic


Working with Electronic Instruments in LCMPT
• In LCMPT there are “generic” and “distinctive” types of electronic instruments:

• Generic: electronics, live electronics, pre-recorded audio, processed sound, etc.
• Distinctive: electronic instrument and narrower terms, i.e., computer, digital player piano, 

theremin, etc.
• “Distinctive” instruments are often classified under Hornbostel–Sachs with the qualifier 

“electronic.”
• “An acoustic or solid-bodied [instrument] that is electronically amplified.”
• General confusion over when to use an electric “popular” instrument, an acoustic “folk” 

instrument, or a “traditional” orchestral instrument in LCMPT.
• An upright electric bass is not an electric bass in LCMPT use: double bass $v electric double 

bass. A bass guitar is plucked, and a double bass is bowed or played pizzicato.
• MIDI controller, synthesizer, theremin, and ondes Martenot are electronic instruments 

with no acoustic analogue.
• Note: “Controller” instruments are electronic instruments that are mapped with preset sounds 

and do not produce sounds themselves. Their interface can mimic other instruments too.
• MLA Best Practices for Using LCMPT document discusses electronic instruments:
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When working with electronic instruments in LCMPT I like to divide instruments into two groups: Generic and distinctive. Generic instruments are instruments that represent broad classes of electronic instruments, and don’t specify what instrument or equipment is producing a sounds or images. For example, “pre-recorded audio” could be a tape deck playing back a cassette, or reel-to-reel tape, or an audio file played from a phone with a Bluetooth speaker and performed live as instrument with tape. Distinctive instruments are typically classified under Hornbostel–Sachs with the qualifier “electronic.” An electric violin, or an electric bassoon, etc.  Distinctive also includes electronic instruments designed “from the ground up” with no acoustic alternative, they’re also called electrophones in Hornbostel-Sachs.[15] However, there is general confusion over when to use an electric “popular” instrument, an acoustic “folk” instrument, or a “traditional” orchestral instrument in LCMPT. For example differentiating between electronic plucked instruments and bowed instruments. For example, bass guitar is arranged under electric guitar since it is an acoustic instrument that is electronically amplified and has electric bass as a variant access point. However, an upright electric bass is not an electric bass in LCMPT. It is instead expressed as double bass with a subfield v stating electric double bass. Note that the difference between these instruments is that bass guitar is plucked, and a double bass is typically bowed. Distinctive also includes MIDI controllers, synthesizers, and other electronic instruments. Note that “controller” instruments are electronic instruments that can be mapped with preset sounds and do not actually produce sounds themselves. Controller interfaces can physically appear as, or mimic acoustic instruments, for example a wind controller, including the eWI short for electronic wind instrument, can appear like a clarinet or saxophone with physical keywork and buttons.[16] However, the instrument itself does not produce sound, instead the player’s air pressure when blowing into the instrument registers along with preset fingerings and renders sound through a MIDI interface on an accompanying computer. The same is applied to percussive sounds on a DrumKAT interface which mimics a snare drum or entire drum set. Lastly, please refer to the “MLA best practices for using LCMPT” document for additional examples and instructions.[17] This document discusses practices including using narrower terms whenever available, or in our above double bass example using the closest instrument and adding a subfield v note for identification and access. The document was updated last year and clarifies using visuals and mixed media for video recordings of performance too.�

http://cmc.blog.musiclibraryassoc.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2020/04/BestPracticesforUsingLCMPT_1.41_20200331.pdf


Piece for tenor balloon (1998-2019) / 
Judy Dunaway.

505 0
Piece for tenor balloon (1998-2019) / 
Judy Dunaway (Judy Dunaway, 
amplified tenor balloon)

Work cat: 
OCLC no. 1136490080 

700 1 2 $i Container of work: $a Dunaway, Judy. 
$t Piece, $m balloon, electronics.

650 0 Balloon and electronic music.

655 7 Art music $2 lcgft.

382 0 1 balloon $v amplified tenor balloon $n 
1 $s 1 $2 lcmpt

245 0 0 Composers' series : $b October 24, 
2019, 7:30 p.m.

Dunaway, Judy. Amplified Tenor Balloon.

https://youtu.be/0PJ9sAzYk78
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Piece for tenor balloon, was performed by the composer, Judy Dunaway, at the New England Conservatory of Music Composers series concert in 2019. In the composers’ essay, “The Balloon music manifesto,” she states, “By using my hands, mouth and body I could control tiny sensitive manipulations that opened the door to greater possibilities for my instruments.” later she states, “My own work then, does not come out of a void. Creating a large body of work for balloons has allowed me to develop a vocabulary outside the realm of oppressive classical heritage. It has raised the ordinary and mundane to the status of high art.”[18] Here’s an excerpt of the composer performing the work in 2012. [19] As discussed earlier, the instrument “balloon” appears in lcmpt, with a subfield “v” note for amplified tenor balloon. Next are subject headings Balloon and electronic music, with balloon alphabetically preceding electronics, and the genre form term “Chamber music” [correction, Art music] since it is performed Art music. Lastly, is the authorized access point for the work seen here. Piece is a type of musical work, qualified by a medium of performance of balloon and electronics. One thing of note is that this the composer is performing the balloon as a percussion instrument. This work shows both the application of electronic music terms, but also the limitations of the Hornbostel–Sachs classification scheme.[20] 

https://youtu.be/0PJ9sAzYk78


Electronica (Music) in LCSH/LCGFT
• Electronica (Music)

• UF: Electronic popular music
• BT: Dance music
• BT: Popular music

• “Refers to all popular/non-academic electronic music”—Living through pop, 1999.

• Identical SARs in LCSH and LCGFT, the latter derived from the former.

• Do not use for works more accurately described as Art music.

• Frequently used NTs include Electronic dance music and Ambient music 
(Electronica). Note that EDM has 10 NTs, including Techno (Music), etc.

Presenter
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Electronica music has the UF term Electronic popular music and broader terms dance music and popular music. The following citations outline the development of electronic popular music from electroacoustic works closely associated with or created as art music.[21] Electronica music is identical in both LCSH and LCGFT. Do not use the term Electronica (Music) for works more accurately described as art music. Frequently used narrower terms include Electronic dance music and Ambient music (electronica). Electronic dance music has 10 narrower terms including Techno (Music), House music, and the recently established term Trance (Electronic dance music).



Splitting Hairs or Misclassification?: 
Electronic Music vs. Electronica (Music)

• Popular works are frequently misclassified as Electronic music $2 lcsh.

• Most popular idioms use electronic instruments, does that warrant using Electronica 
(Music)? 

• Use if the performer/musician/composer explicitly identifies as an electronic(a) artist.
• MLA’s BP’s for LCGFT: “Generally choose the most specific appropriate term available.
• Prefer Electronic dance music > Electronica (Music) ; Musique concrète > Art music.

• One notable exception is Ambient music, whose origins are functional, artistic and 
popular.

• What if a work falls between Electronic music and Electronica (Music), i.e., an 
ambient producer looping material on cassette tape?

• If the sound recording is in a popular idiom and includes works that fall under a narrower 
art music term, use both Electronica (Music) and if possible, a narrower LCGFT term.

Presenter
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One common occurrence in the catalog is Electronic music assigned to popular works, and less commonly Electronica (Music) assigned erroneously art music. The scope notes for each term are explicit for which term to assign to what works, however, there are some instances where it can be difficult to know which term to use. Another issue is that most popular idioms after 1950 feature electronic instruments, especially after the 1970s alongside the development of what we now broadly refer to as Electronica (Music) [22]. Performers are often explicit about what terms and genres they associate their own music with, this can be helpful for classification, but having a general knowledge of what narrower terms and their applicability can prove indispensable. Whenever possible, assign a narrower term to reflect the music being performed, or the genre exemplified in the recording. Follow MLA’s best practices for LCGFT and choose the most specific term available.[23] For example, prefer using Electronic Dance music over Electronica (Music), this also applies to works that fall under art music too. This is also suggested in the MLA BP’s for LCGFT document. Additionally, if a narrower term does not exist in LCGFT and warrants inclusion in GFT take note and later propose the term to the SACO-Music funnel. [24] One notable exception is ambient music, whose origins are functional, artistic and also popular. We’ll discuss ambient music at greater length later. What should a cataloger do when a work meets the criteria for both Electronic music and Electronic music? In this example we have a work by an ambient producer who’s looping material on a cassette tape. If the sound recording is in a popular idiom and includes works that fall under a narrower art music term, use both Electronica (Music) and if possible, a narrower LCGFT term.

http://cmc.blog.musiclibraryassoc.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/07/BestPracticesforUsingLCGFT_Music_1.2_20190708_revURLs.pdf


Microgenre
noun 
/mi ∙ cro ∙ gen ∙ re/

1. A hyper-specific subcategory of artistic, musical, or literary composition 
characterized that is by a particular style, form, or content.

2. A flexible, provisional, and temporary category used to establish micro-
connections among cultural artifacts, drawn from a range of historical periods found 
in literature, film, music, television, and the performing and fine arts.

3. A specialized or niche genre; either machine-classified or retroactively 
established through analysis.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The term microgenre can be broadly defined as a type of “small culture.” As in, when we talk about microgenres we’re often referring to something that exists within the zeitgeist of a pre-existing genre. The essay collection, “The Microgenre: A Quick Look At Small Culture,” edited by Molly O’Donnell and Anne Stevens heavily influences this discussion on small cultures.[25] The editors compile several essays concerning microgenres within literature, the visual arts, and the performing arts.From these texts, my own research, and other literature cited here I’ve attempted to provide a multifaceted definition of the microgenre:�1. A hyper-specific subcategory of artistic, musical, or literary composition that is characterized by a particular style, form, or content.2. A flexible, provisional, and temporary category used to establish micro-connections among cultural artifacts, drawn from a range of historical periods and from literature, film, music, television, and the performing and fine arts.3. A specialized or niche genre; either machine-classified or retroactively established through analysis. �



Examples of Musical Microgenres

Hyper-specific
• Chopped and screwed (Music)
• $2 lcsh and $2 lcgft

Flexible, provisional and temporary
• Vaporwave (Music)
• $2 lcgft

Specialized or niche
• Ambient music (Electronica) $2 lcgft
• Background music. $2 lcgft

• Lowercase (Ambient music)
• Future funk (Vaporwave)

• Dark ambient (Electronica)
• *Slushwave (Vaporwave)

• Dreampunk (Electronica)
• Slowed + reverb (Chopped and screwed)
• *Hyperpop (Electronica)

Sub-genres within microgenres

Presenter
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Here are examples of how our multiple definitions for microgenres can map to various styles of music: Hyper-specific microgenres can be described as, “you know it when you hear it.” For example, chopped and screwed music has a very distinctive sound with specific sociocultural origins in the Houston, TX Hip-hop scene. The culture that surrounds chopped and screwed music is just as important as the sound itself, and rarely are they divorced from each other. [26] This term appears in both LCSH and LCGFT. Vaporwave music  is a musical microgenre without clearly defined borders. Additionally, it’s sociocultural origins are not fixed geographically, but rather it proliferated initially via the world-wide-web in the early-2010s. Numerous artists release singles and albums self-described as “vaporwave.” However, the vapor-scene and its musical and visual iconography can vary dramatically depending on a variety of factors. [27] Creation and submission of this term to the SACO-Music funnel is discussed on a later slide. Lastly, an example of a specialized or niche musical microgenre is  ambient music. Ambient music sits at the intersection of natural sound, human and/or machine-made sounds, and functional music or commercial music. Ambient music has grown into a very popular and dynamic microgenre with significant contributions to experimental and avant-garde music at large. [28] Due to the specialized and niche nature of ambient music, there are multiple genre terms in both LCSH and GFT, which will be discussed in detail later. These microgenre can be further broken down into subgenres. Hyper-specific subgenres of microgenres include lowercase, a type of hyper-minimalist ambient music featuring barely audible fluctuations in pitch and timbre using austere sounds bordering noise and bliss. [29] Whereas, Future funk, is a derivative of vaporwave music featuring bass-boosted city-pop inspired plunderphonic or originally composed works. [30] Flexible, provisional and temporary subgenres include: Dreampunk [31], and hyperpop. Hyperpop is an often overused and under discussed provisional microgenre, recently popularized by an infamous Spotify playlist bearing the same name. [32] Music self-described as hyperpop is both a reflection of frustration around electronic genre classification today and algorithmically collocated artists vying for relevance in an oversaturated streaming music landscape. Specialized, or niche, subgenres include  Dark ambient as well as slushwave. Slushwave is a derivative form of vaporwave music, pioneered by electronic music producer Luke Laurilla, who records under the moniker, “Telepath.” Telepath’s project, “Virtual Dream Plaza,” helped to establish the DIY production style that became slushwave. [33] This microgenre is often identified by pop music (either sampled or originally composed), rendered at near half-speed as a backing track, with or without vocals. This music borders ambient, the ever-elusively defined hypnagogic pop, and often is dually classified as vaporwave to reach a broader audience. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lowercase_(music)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Future_funk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_ambient
https://dreampunk.fandom.com/wiki/Dreampunk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dreampunk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chopped_and_screwed#Slowed_and_reverb
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chopped_and_screwed#Slowed_and_reverb


“Demerol” from Chuck Person’s Eccojams vol. 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-ZnSTglHn4
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The following work is “Demerol” which appears on genre defining album “Eccojams vol. 1” by Chuck Person. [34] This album is often cited as one of the earliest fully-realized examples of vaporwave music. As one could guess, the name Chuck Person is a pseudonym, and one used by electronic music producer Daniel Lopatin, who principally records as “Oneohtrix Point Never,” a play on Boston’s FM 106.7 station. [35] Eccojams are a type artistic practice Lopatin developed around 2008. [36] Eccojams borrows principally from John Oswald’s plunderphonics, a type of sound collage work and artistic practice based around sampling. [37] “Eccojams” take found material regardless of copyright but with attribution, and either sample a work in whole or part, then slowed down reminiscent of chopped and screwed music, often digital artifacts either introduced during the process either by accident or on purpose, like glitch music, which results in a blended new work. This artistic practice culminated in “Eccojams vol. 1” released on August 8, 2010, as 100 hand-dubbed cassettes as Chuck Person. [38] I have an essay in the Association of Recorded Sound Collections newsletter out next spring, which details the various incarnations this album has taken. [39] For now, we’ll just appreciate “Demerol.”

https://archive.org/details/svhscr_protonmail_03A3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-ZnSTglHn4


Eccojams. Volume 1 / Chuck Person

Container Container Verso

Disc Label

Work cat: 
OCLC no. 1260165272 
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The now iconic album art for Eccojams volume 1 is inspired by the 1992 Sega Genesis/Sega CD video game Ecco the Dolphin. [40] The disc label also features the same artwork. The title statement on the disc label also appears on the container and was added as a 246 note. The edition statement is taken from Discogs, because this release is based on a fan re-edit of the original audio files, with some light pitch correction and playback speed adjustment. Lastly, this album was issued in a variety of colors and a catalogers note denotes this manifestations color. Here’s where this unique manifestation reveals itself, with typos,  most notably “Chuck Person’s vol. Q,” seen in the first sentence here. This album is a high-quality fan release of unknown origin. [41] In true plunderphonics fashion the album isn’t advertised or available in physical form for long before it’s removed due to copyright claims. The original hand-dubbed cassettes sell for over $400 on Discogs today. [42] A 511 performers note was added showing the relationship between the pseudonym associated with and the real identity described on the container liner notes. Oneohtrix Point Never logo and the manufacturers name appear on the container,  hence the lack of publication information in the 264 fields. Instead, the manufacturer’s statement and issue number are coded. The audio used as a basis for this record came from high quality digitally remastered audio files Lopatin uploaded and sold as direct downloadable files on his Oneohtrix Point Never website back in 2016. [43] Lopatin also corrected the playback speed in the remaster which differed dramatically on some tracks. Lastly, the subject headings and genre terms reflect that this is one of the earliest albums cited as a vaporwave album. [44] It should be noted that in 2016 electronic music producer and another vaporwave pioneer, Ramona Xavier, who records under the name Vektroid, bemused in an interview with Bandcamp that composer and Yellow Magic Orchestra member, “Ryuichi Sakamoto invented vaporwave 30 years ago.”[45] 



Eccojams. Volume 1 
/ Chuck Person

008/18-19 pp [popular music]

650 0 Electronica (Music)

650 0 Glitch music.

655 7 Vaporwave (Music) $2 lcgft

264 1 [Place of publication not identified] : $b 
[publisher not identified], $c [2021]

264 3 [Brooklyn, New York] : $b Kunaki

511 0 Performed by Chuck Person (Daniel 
Lopatin (Oneohtrix Point Never)).

028 0 2 ECCO1 $b Kunaki

246 1 $i Additional title on container: $a Chuck 
Person's Eccojams vol. 1

250 [Asterite Edition].

500 Blue vinyl.

500 Edition statement from Discogs website.
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[Duplicate text from previous slide]: The now iconic album art for Eccojams volume 1 is inspired by the 1992 Sega Genesis/Sega CD video game Ecco the Dolphin. [40] The disc label also features the same artwork. The title statement on the disc label also appears on the container and was added as a 246 note. The edition statement is taken from Discogs, because this release is based on a fan re-edit of the original audio files, with some light pitch correction and playback speed adjustment. Lastly, this album was issued in a variety of colors and a catalogers note denotes this manifestations color. Here’s where this unique manifestation reveals itself, with typos,  most notably “Chuck Person’s vol. Q,” seen in the first sentence here. This album is a high-quality fan release of unknown origin. [41] In true plunderphonics fashion the album isn’t advertised or available in physical form for long before it’s removed due to copyright claims. The original hand-dubbed cassettes sell for over $400 on Discogs today. [42] A 511 performers note was added showing the relationship between the pseudonym associated with and the real identity described on the container liner notes. Oneohtrix Point Never logo and the manufacturers name appear on the container,  hence the lack of publication information in the 264 fields. Instead, the manufacturer’s statement and issue number are coded. The audio used as a basis for this record came from high quality digitally remastered audio files Lopatin uploaded and sold as direct downloadable files on his Oneohtrix Point Never website back in 2016. [43] Lopatin also corrected the playback speed in the remaster which differed dramatically on some tracks. Lastly, the subject headings and genre terms reflect that this is one of the earliest albums cited as a vaporwave album. [44] It should be noted that in 2016 electronic music producer and another vaporwave pioneer, Ramona Xavier, who records under the name Vektroid, bemused in an interview with Bandcamp that composer and Yellow Magic Orchestra member, “Ryuichi Sakamoto invented vaporwave 30 years ago.”[45] 



Exception to the “Rules”: Ambient Music
Ambient music is a niche microgenre encompassing a breath of natural sounds, acoustic 
and electronic instruments, and utilizes sampling and/or looping material to generate 
repetitive soundscapes. Most producers “specialize” in ambient music.
Established terms:
• Ambient music $2 lcsh

BT: Electronic music $2 lcsh … USE Art music $2 lcgft, or narrower terms.
• Ambient music (Electronica) $2 lcgft

BT: Electronica (Music) … USE for works that fall under “popular music.”
• Ambient sounds $2 lcgft

BT: Functional music 
“Musical compositions composed or adapted to accompany activities or events, incite 
actions or emotions, or to use in particular locations.”

• Related terms in LCGFT: Background music ((UF: Environmental music) inverse in 
LCSH) Soundscapes (Music), and Minimal music. New Age music needs review.

• See also: Improvisations (Music) & Aleatory music $2 lcgft ; Avant-garde (Music) $lcsh
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Presentation Notes
Ambient music is a niche microgenre that encompasses a breath of natural sounds, acoustic and electronic instruments, and utilizes sampling and/or looping material to generate repetitive soundscapes. Brian Eno coined the term ambient music and describes it origins as, "I suddenly thought of this idea of making music that didn't impose itself on your space in the same way but created a sort of landscape that you could belong to and be part of... and I pompously gave it a new name which I called ambient music.“[46] It should be noted that “ambience” has origins outside of popular music including composers Erik Satie and his “furniture music“= musique d'ameublement [47], and Pierre Schaeffer’s musique concrète [48], the aleatory works of John Cage [49], and Japanese producer Ryuichi Sakamoto [50]. Ambient music can also employ generative music, another term coined by Brian Eno [51]. Generative music is a compositional process either of precomposed material or improvisational material, which creates everchanging and self-perpetuating music [52]. Originally, this compositional style used spliced and looped tapes, but has since moved into algorithmically assisted processes, including those found in Listen to Wikipedia [53], or in video game music as overworld music (ludomusicology). There are several established terms for ambient music in LC. Ambient music appears in LCSH and has a broader term of electronic music. As a result, Art music and narrower terms are more appropriate as Genre form terms. Ambient music (Electronica) in LCGFT has a broader term of Electronica (Music) and should be used for all ambient works that fall under popular idioms.  Ambient sounds is a type of functional music and should be used for works that are composed or adapted to accompany activities or events, to incite actions or emotions, or for use used in particular locations. [54] There are several related terms in GFT to ambient music. Most notably is background music, which has the use for term, Environmental music. Environmental music is a style of ambient music pioneered by Japanese electronic producers in the late-1970s/early 1980’s called Kankyō Ongaku, which typically incorporates improvisation, field recordings, and minimal processing (noise). [55] Note that in LCGFT, environmental music is a variant access point for Background music. However, in LCSH, Environmental music is the main heading, and Background music is the variant access point. Soundscapes (Music) is often used to describe music that evokes a particular place or time [56], whereas Minimal music is an art music term popularized in the 1960’s and is compositionally associated with repetitive patterns, consonant chords, and brevity, or phrases that extend past the average listener’s ability to anticipate changes in rhythm or harmony. [57] New Age music is more well known for its commercial rise in the 80s and early 90s and persists today in so-called mood or meditation playlists on streaming services. [58] However, the term should be used sparingly. Some New Age works can incorporate aspects of indigenous cultures, East Asian and South Asian cultural practices often without attribution or regard for the cultures emulated. [59] I’d suggest reading up on movements like Solarpunk for a more modern approach to this type of music. [60] Lastly, improvisations music and aleatory music are often incorporated into ambient works. If the sound recording explicitly states that the works performed incorporate these two compositional and performance practices include them. Avant-garde music should be used sparingly but can sometimes prove useful for works that fall into the “leftfield,” a folksonomy term used to describe music that doesn’t comfortably fit within a specific genre or style. [61]

https://www.re-des.org/a-solarpunk-manifesto/


Replica / Oneohtrix Point Never (Musician)

Container Container VersoWork cat: 
OCLC no. 1263574766 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a brief except from the self-titled track, Replica. [63] The prominently featured album cover art is by acclaimed sci-fi fantasy and horror artist Virgil Finlay, and originally appeared in the serialized novella, “Loot of the vampire” by Thorp McClusky, in “Weird Tales,” July 1936 (on page 61). [64] Both disc labels are blank, which resulted in the title being taken from the container spine. The publication information is taken from the container as well. This manifestation is a reprint from the originally released vinyl from 2011, represented by the 534-field seen here. Additionally, the album comes with liner notes printed on a single double-sided sheet, with a statement of responsibility seen here. Subject headings and genre are seen here. Please note that fixed field 008/Comp and reciprocal 047 genre/form codes apply to the item as a whole when assigning genre/form codes for a resource. In this instance we’re applying “pp” for popular music because it applies to the whole album. Also note that bib formats and standards states, “Do not use MARC Codes mu, nn, uu, and zz in field 047.” [65] In this instance we would not assign an additional code of “zz” for ambient music or musique concrète. A generic medium of performance is assigned for “electronics,” alongside Electronica (Music), Ambient music, and Musique concrète, with reciprocal genre terms. Note the use of Ambient music (Electronica).



Replica / Oneohtrix Point Never (Musician)

008/18-19 pp [popular music]

382 1 1 electronics $2 lcmpt

65X X Electronica (Music)

650 0 Ambient music.

65X X Musique concrète.

655 7 Ambient music (Electronica) $2 lcgft

534 Reprint. $p Originally published: $c 
Brooklyn, NY : Software, [2011].

264 1 Brooklyn, NY : $b Software, $c [2021] 

264 2 Brooklyn, NY : $b d/b/a Mexican Summer 

500 All music by Daniel Lopatin.
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Presentation Notes
[Duplicate text from previous slide]: Here’s a brief except from the self-titled track, Replica. [63] The prominently featured album cover art is by acclaimed sci-fi fantasy and horror artist Virgil Finlay, and originally appeared in the serialized novella, “Loot of the vampire” by Thorp McClusky, in “Weird Tales,” July 1936 (on page 61). [64] Both disc labels are blank, which resulted in the title being taken from the container spine. The publication information is taken from the container as well. This manifestation is a reprint from the originally released vinyl from 2011, represented by the 534-field seen here. Additionally, the album comes with liner notes printed on a single double-sided sheet, with a statement of responsibility seen here. Subject headings and genre are seen here. Please note that fixed field 008/Comp and reciprocal 047 genre/form codes apply to the item when assigning genre/form codes for a resource. In this instance we’re applying “pp” for popular music because it applies to the whole album. Also note that bib formats and standards states, “Do not use MARC Codes mu, nn, uu, and zz in field 047.” [65] In this instance we would not assign an additional code of “zz” for ambient music or musique concrète. A generic medium of performance is assigned for “electronics,” alongside Electronica (Music), Ambient music, and Musique concrète, with reciprocal genre terms. Note the use of Ambient music (Electronica).



Submitting Subject Proposals to SACO-Music
Vaporwave (Music) $2 lcgft
• 12/2020 – Literary warrant for Vaporwave (Music) appears and a proposal drafted. 
• 1/13/21 – Proposal sent to SACO-Music Funnel coordinator:

• Use the proposal form, or draft as email (I did the latter).
• Use dollar sign ($) for subfields, and omit initial subfield (i.e., $a, $w, $z).
• Review the LCGFT Manual, see also J 120 – When to establish a new genre/form.
• Avoid supplying redundant 670 scope notes.
• Include 675 sources not found if applicable, i.e., not found in Grove Music, etc.
• Consider 680 scope note “Here are entered compositions/works…”

• 3/5/21 – Term submitted by SACO-Music Funnel coordinator in Minaret system.
• 4/2021 – Term appears on LOC Subject Headings Monthly List.

• Check the lists in Classification Web or on the LC website.
• 6/23/21 – Term added to Authority File and authorized for use.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The submission of Vaporwave (Music) for inclusion in LCGFT took about six months from inception to inclusion in LCGFT. The purchase of Eccojams, Vol. 1 created literary warrant for Vaporwave (Music)’s inclusion in the controlled vocabularies. A proposal was sent to the SACO Music Funnel coordinator Beth Iseminger in early January. I drafted the proposal as an email, following the instructions listed on the SACO Music page. I suggest reviewing the LCGFT manual especially J 120 on “When to establish a new genre/form.” [66] Be mindful of 6XX notes including clarity and omissions, as well as citing sources not found. Lastly, consider including a 680-scope note is additional clarification of usage is warranted. The SACO-Music funnel coordinator submitted the final proposal in March and the term appeared on the May monthly list. The term added to the authority file and authorized for use in late June. [67]  

https://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCGFT/freelcgft.html
https://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCGFT/J120.pdf
https://classweb.org/approved-subjects/2105.html


Pseudonymity and Anonymity in Electronica Music
• A pseudonym is a fictitious name taken or given to a person or group for a given reason. 
• Pseudonymity and anonymity has persisted in societies, especially in the arts.
Pseudonymity and anonymity in Electronica music:
• The advent of the public internet led to the creation of online “avatars,” which conferred 

both anonymity and conformed to affinity groups online also known as, “scenes.”
• Pseudonymity is often used by electronica musicians/producers to distinguish between 

projects, or to separate “serious” works from “commercial” works.
• A “genre-name” functions as a signpost for people to associate with a given “scene.”
• Genres are not static, and genre-names can develop out of scenes finding their niche.
• Anonymity persisted in the 2010s online electronica scene due to the ability to create 

digital born works, disseminate them online, and perform incognito virtually or even live.
• The advent of social media and always-online platform capitalism has eroded privacy for 

many musicians, blurring the line between fans, critics and collaborators.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A pseudonym is a fictitious name taken or given to a person or group for a given reason. Some pseudonyms are based on the individuals real name, or a groups shared interests. Names can also be based on aspect of an individual's life or works that is associated with the pseudonym used. Pseudōnymos, from the Greek pseud- (false) and onyma (name), "bearing a false name." Pseudonymity and anonymity appears in societies around the world and within known recorded history. [68] Historically, false names have served many purposes, including concealing identities from discrimination or persecution. They’re also used as pen-names by authors and artists, stage names by musicians, or shared amongst a group for various creative or legal endeavors. Some of the earliest known examples of pseudonymity come from ghost written speeches and other works in ancient Rome. [69] Publius is a joint pseudonym used by Alexander Hamilton, James Madison and John Jay to anonymously write the Federalist papers. K.A. Applegate is pen name used by various authors in the Animorphs Y. A. fiction series principally shared by Katherine Applegate and Kimberly Moss. [70] The advent of the Information age, has led to a more expansive use of pseudonymity and anonymity by people. Today we’ll be focusing on electronica music producers. In the mid-1990s through early-2000s as the cost of commercial electronics dropped households began purchasing personal computers helping facilitate the emergence of do-it-yourself DIY music production in the comforts of one's own bedroom. [71] *Think of all the pre-internet bubble big box stores, mom and pop computer repair shops. Chat rooms, message boards and early social media websites and blogs led to the adoption of online “avatars,” and usernames. Which conferred both anonymity to users as well as facilitating conformity within online affinity groups, which are often referred to, “scenes.” [72] Pseudonymity is often used by electronica musicians/producers to distinguish between projects, or to separate “serious” works from “commercial” works. A “genre-name” functions as a signpost for people to associate with a given “scene.” Genres are not static, and genre-names can develop or change out of scene’s finding their niche. Anonymity persisted in the 2010s online electronica scene due to the ability to create digital born works, disseminate them online, and perform incognito virtually or even live. [73] Copyright, the creation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) led to the proliferation and inevitable clamp down on early peer-to-peer networking and protocols including Napster, the Pirate Bay and others. [74] Spotify Teardown from MIT press lays out the origins of streaming giant Spotify originating on it’s founders personal music collections stored on laptops shared across a network through a peer-to-peer network. [75] The advent of social media and always-online platform capitalism has eroded privacy for many musicians, blurring the line between fans, critics and collaborators. [76] This has resulted in many artists revealing their earlier projects and taking efforts to associate most of their earlier names under a primary pseudonym. One example is electronic producer David Russo, also known as HKE. [77] He has over 50 know pseudonyms in use, his primary pseudonym today is Lucid but he previous performed as Hong Kong Express or HKE and helped shape the subgenre Dreampunk with vaporwave producer Telepath (Luke Laurilla) in their group 2814. [78]  



Overview: FAQ – LC/PCC for Creating NARs 
for Persons Who Use Pseudonyms
• Based on earlier AACR2 practices at LC and shared with NACO 

participants.
• Discusses six situations:

• The person uses one pseudonym and never uses their real name.
• The person uses real name and uses one pseudonym.
• The person uses more than one pseudonym and may or may not use their 

real name.
Joint pseudonyms:
• A pseudonym representing a joint collaboration by two or more persons, with 

no existing records for the participants real names.
• A pseudonym that represents a joint collaboration by two or more persons, 

each of whom also use their real name and there are records under their real 
names.

• A pseudonym used by several persons working independently of each other.
• Send suggestions/comments to policy@loc.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This document was based on earlier AACR2 practices at LC and shared with NACO participants, and published August 2015. [79] It is found in LC-PCC PS for RDA 9.2.2.8 when updating authorized access points to separate out variant names in existing authority records into new NARs. The document discusses six situations: When a person uses one pseudonym and never uses their real name. When a person uses their real name and uses one pseudonym. When a person uses more than one pseudonym, and they may or may not use their real name.�The document also provides best practices for constructing name authority records for joint pseudonyms. Joint pseudonyms are not corporate bodies. A joint pseudonym is when two or more people share a unique name and create and publish works under that name. One common issue is collectives, some groups use collectives for works in a similar idiom, topic or subject area, and may or may not use a false name to publish works: When a pseudonym represents a joint collaboration by two or more persons, and there are no existing records in the NAR for the participants real names.  When a pseudonym represents a joint collaboration by two or more persons, each of whom also use their real name in published works, and there are records under their real names.  And lastly, a pseudonym used by several persons each working independently of each other.�If you encounter a situation outside of the scope of this document, or have suggestions or comments please email policy at loc dot gov. The subsequent slides will go through each situation informed by the FAQ document, the NACO participants manual, as well as existing instructions and documentation in RDA, including LC-PCC statements and related best practices documents, all of which informed my own personal experience working with pseudonymous works. �



A1.1: The Person Uses One Pseudonym and 
Never Uses the Real Name

• Most common situation for pseudonymity:
• Exception to RDA 9.2.2.8 “Individuals with More Than One Identity” 
• RDA 9.2.3.4 “Real name”: …Record the individual’s real name as a variant name for person.

• Musicians (stage name); authors/poets (pen-name); visual artists (persona/pen-name):
• T-Pain (not Faheem Rasheed Najm), or George Orwell (not Eric Arthur Blair), etc.

• Do not confuse with mononymous persons:
• Such as: Beyoncé, 1981-; Liberace, 1919-1987; Madonna, 1958-;  Rihanna, 1988- etc.
• Follow RDA 9.2.2.6. “Different Names for the Same Person.”
• Include fuller form of name as a variant access point in NARs, RDA 9.2.2.5.1. “Fullness.”
• Generally, qualify mononyms with birth/death date(s), occupation, etc. for identification or 

disambiguation. 
• Do not confuse with fictitious persons or joint pseudonyms:

• For fictitious and legendary persons see RDA 9.6.1.7.
• For joint pseudonyms see RDA 9.2.2.8.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the most common situation for pseudonymity. See the exception for RDA 9.2.2.8, “If an individual uses only one pseudonym and does not use his or her real name as a creator or contributor, choose the pseudonym as a preferred name for person.” For variant names follow the instructions at RDA 9.2.3.4, “Real name” if the preferred name or names for an individual are pseudonyms, and the individual does not use their real name as a creator or contributor, and the individual’s real names is known, then record the individual’s real name as a variant name for each pseudonym.” The use of a pseudonym over a real name is common for  musicians, authors and visual artists. However, do not confuse a mononymous person with that of a pseudonym. This includes a given names, like Beyonce for Beyonce Knowles, or surnames in the case of Liberace, or a middle name in the case of Rihanna. Follow instructions for RDA 9.2.26, “different names for the same person.” Also, include a fuller form of name as described in RDA 9.2.2.5.1, as a variant access point. Generally, qualify mononyms with a date, occupation for identification or disambiguation. Lastly, do not confuse a singularly used pseudonym for a fictitious person or a joint pseudonym. Please see the RDA references provided below.



A1.2. The Person Uses the Real Name and 
Uses Only One Pseudonym
• See: RDA 9.2.2.8. “Individuals with more than one identity.”

• 1) If an individual has more than one identity, choose the name associated 
with each identity as the preferred name for that identity.

• Create two NARs. 

• Add simple see-also references (500 fields) linking the names.

• Optionally use relationship designators from RDA Appendix K2.1.
• Alternate identity: A pseudonymous or other identity assumed by a person.
• Real identity: A real person who assumes an alternate identity.

Presenter
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See: RDA 9.2.2.8. “Individuals with more than one identity.” the first option is “If an individual has more than one identity, choose the name associated with each identity as the preferred name for that identity.” Then create two NAR’s, one for the real name and the other for the pseudonym. In each record supply a 5XX simple see-also reference which will link the two names in the Name authority file. NACO participants can also supply relationship designators from RDA Appendix K2.1. This appears as a $w coded r, followed by subfield i then the relationship designator. In these situations, the term alternate identity is used in the real name record and its reciprocal, real identity, is used in the pseudonym record.



The Curious Case of Childish Gambino

From, "I Have A Theory That Donald Glover And Childish Gambino Are Secretly The 
Same Person" by Drew Landry via Medium

Childish GambinoGlover, Donald

Real Identity

Alternate Identity

• Actor

• Comedian

• Television producer

• Musician 

• Lyricist

• Music producer

Actor of: Community 
(Television program)

Has work: This is 
America

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One way to think about pseudonymity is to ask yourself, “why would someone publish works under a false name or alias?” There’s a running joke that Donald Glover looks a lot like Childish Gambino. [80] In this instance we have Donald Glover, the actor, comedian and television producer most know for his role on the television series Community. However, not everyone knows that his alternate identity is Childish Gambino, the musician, lyricist and music producer, most recently know for his 2016 album “Awaken, my love” and the work, “This is America.” [81] Also, that Childish Gambino’s real identity is Donald Glover. One common question working with pseudonyms is which name or names should be used in a bibliographic record for a pseudonymous work. Here, the item in hand is attributed to Childish Gambino, however, a statement of responsibility on the item states, “all music by Donald Glover.” My goal over the course of this presentation is to show you various scenarios and I want the attendees ask themselves: If the name on the item is that of the pseudonym, and the users requesting the item are searching under the pseudonym, then what is the purpose of including an additional access point at bibliographic level? And if so, how do we maintain bibliographic file integrity when authors and creators use multiple pseudonyms for multiple works, including when the real name does not appear on the item? 

https://mrdrewlandry.medium.com/i-have-a-theory-that-donald-glover-and-childish-gambino-are-secretly-the-same-person-f1cfde61dadd


A1.2: The Person Uses the Real Name and 
Uses Only One Pseudonym.

Agent : Person Agent : 
Pseudonym

Alternate identity

Real identity[has]
Work

[has]
Work

100 1 Curry, Pete
500 0 $w r $i Alternate identity: $a FM 

Skyline

100 0 FM Skyline

500 1 $w r $i Real identity: $a Curry, Pete

Alternate Identity

Real Identity

Advice on Love, 2015 Liteware, 2020

Agent 
[has]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following diagram shows agent to agent relationships, represented here as subject-predicate-object statements: Agent has work  Agent has alternate identity  Pseudonym has work Pseudonym has real identityHere’s the same example applied in MARC:  Pete Curry has work “Advice on Love” Pete Curry has alternate Identity FM Skyline FM Skyline has work Liteware FM Skyline has real identity Pete Curry.Triples can also describe more complex relationships with statements: Agent has (pseudonym has work).Relationships between agents and their pseudonymous works are unfortunately more difficult to express in MARC. These relationships generally appear as a 670-field citations, 663-field complex see-also references, or other 6XX field notes. FM Skyline is Pete Curry’s sample-based project and releases synthpop and vaporwave music through. Here’s an excerpt from “Marble madness” off FM Skyline’s Liteware. [82]�

https://petecurry.bandcamp.com/album/advice-on-love
https://fmskyline100p.bandcamp.com/album/liteware





A1.3: More than One Pseudonym
The person uses more than one pseudonym and may or may not use the real 
name.
• Create NARs for all the names. 
• This includes the real name if known. 
• One name is selected as the “basic” heading. 
• Add see-also references for the other names (pseudonyms).
• Add a complex see-also reference in the basic heading and other names.

• 663 field note - basic heading: For works of this [author] written under other names, search 
also under: $b [established form of name] $b [established form of name]

• Precede each name with a $b.
• 663 field note – related names: Works by this [author] are identified by the name used in 

the item. For a listing of other names used by this author, search also under: $b 
[established form of the name chosen as the basic heading]

• See: LC-PCC PS for 9.2.2.8, “Individuals with more than one identity.”

Presenter
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If the person uses more than one pseudonym and may or may not use their real name  create NAR’S for all the names. NAR construction includes the real name if know. Regardless of whether they have any known works. One name is selected as the “basic” heading. It is preferable to use the real name as the basic heading. The basic heading is chosen to facilitate which name is used for biographical or critical works and classification of their works. Add see-also references as 5XX fields for the other names. Also include a complex see-also reference in the basic heading and in the other names. The 663 note for the basic heading follow the following text, “For works of this [author] written under other names, search also under… then supply the established form of name for each other name. Precede each name in the 663 field with a subfield b. Note that the 663 note in the related names has a different text, “Works by this [author] are identified by the name used in the item. For a listing of other names used by this author, search also under… then list the basic heading name. This is done to link the other names back to the basic name. Lastly, see LC-PCC policy statement for 9.2.2.8 in RDA. When encountering a person with one or no additional NARs that requires the creation of additional NARs update the existing records to change all 4XX or 5XX references to follow the construction listed here in A1.3. 



A1.3: Agent to Agent Relationships

Agent

Real Identity

Agent (Pseudonym)
Description

Alternate Identity

Real Identity

Agent (Pseudonym)
Description

Alternate Identity

[has]
Work

[has]
Work

[may have]
Work

Agent 
[has]
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The following diagram shows agent to agent relationships, represented here as simple subject-predicate-object statements: Agent may have work  Agent has alternate identity, with a description of the pseudonym provided below. Pseudonym has work Pseudonym has real identity Agent has alternate identity Pseudonym has work  Pseudonym has real identity.This can also represent more complex statements such as:  Agent has (alternate identity has work)



A1.3: George Clanton

Clanton, George, 
1988-

(Electronica musician 
and Record label owner)

Real Identity

Esprit (Musician)
(Sample-based project)

Alternate Identity

Real Identity

Mirror Kisses (Musician)
(Chillwave/pop project)

Alternate Identity

Towards a bleak sun, 
2014

Slide, 2019

200% electronica, 
2017

Heartbeats, 2013

Agent 
[has]

Presenter
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The following diagram shows agent to multiple agent relationships, represented here as subject-predicate-object statements: George Clanton has work Slide. George Clanton has alternate identity Esprit. Esprit has work 200% electronica. Esprit has real identity George Clanton. George Clanton has alternate identity Mirror Kisses. Mirror Kisses has work Heartbeats. Mirror Kisses has real identity George Clanton.A more complex statement is: George Clanton has pseudonym (Esprit has work 200% electronica).

https://georgeclanton.bandcamp.com/album/slide
https://espritfantasy.bandcamp.com/album/200-electronica
https://mirrorkisses.bandcamp.com/album/heartbeats


100 0 Mirror Kisses $c (Musician)
500 1 $w nnnc $a Clanton, George, $d 1988-
663 Works by this performer are identified by 

the name used in the item. For a listing of 
other names used by this performer, 
search also under: $b Clanton, George, 
1988-

100 1 Clanton, George, $d 1988-
500 0 $w nnnc $a Esprit $c (Musician)

500 0 $w nnnc $a Mirror Kisses $c 
(Musician)

663 For works of this performer 
entered under other names, 
search also under: $b Esprit 
(Musician) $b Mirror Kisses 
(Musician)

670 Clanton, George. Slide, 2020: $b 
container (George Clanton)

670 Esprit (Musician). 200% 
electronica: $b container (ESPRIT 
空想; all music composed…

100 0 Esprit $c (Musician)
400 0 Esprit 空想 $c (Musician)
500 1 $w nnnc $a Clanton, George, $d 1988-
663 Works by this performer are identified by 

the name used in the item. For a listing of 
other names used by this performer, 
search also under: $b Clanton, George, 
1988-

Alternate Identity

Alternate Identity

Complex See Also Reference

NARs for George Clanton

“Basic” NAR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Expressed in MARC: I created a basic NAR  for George Clanton, providing 500 references for both his pseudonyms Esprit and Mirror Kisses. An NAR was created for Esprit with a 500 for George Clanton and a  complex see also reference. An additional NAR was created for Mirror Kisses following the same construction, including an identical 663 note.



200% Electronica / Esprit (Musician)

Container Disc LabelWork cat: 
OCLC no. 1228905754 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
200% Electronica is an album by Esprit. The main heading is assigned to Esprit because that is the name that appears on the item, as seen on the disc label here. The liner notes and additional statements of responsibility appear on the container. The liner notes describe how Esprit is George Clanton’s sample-based project and were transcribed as a statement of responsibility in a 500 notes. Here’s a clip of “Secret” from “200% electronica” [83] now, here’s a clip of “Keep a secret” from Clanton’s 100% Electronica, which was used as the basis for previous work [84]. The relationship between George Clanton and Esprit is further established by a 511 performer note seen here. Lastly, subject headings for this sound recording are seen here. A generic medium of performance of electronics is supplied, along with Electronica (Music) LCSH and Vaporwave (Music) genre term. 



200% Electronica / Esprit (Musician)

382 1 1 electronics $2 lcmpt

650 0 Electronica (Music)

655 7 Vaporwave (Music) $ lcgft

511 0 Performed by ESPRIT 空想 (George Clanton).

511 0 Performed by ESPRIT kūsō (George Clanton).

100 0 Esprit $c (Musician), $e composer, $e 
performer, $e audio engineer.

245 1 0 200% electronica / $c ESPRIT.

500 All music composed, recorded, mixed and 
mastered by George Clanton (ESPRIT).
"Certain songs contain audio samples from 
George Clanton's 100% electronica. Beyond 
that, all music is new and written and performed 
for the ESPRIT project as an original 
composition"--Container.

Page 2 of Container

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Duplicate text from previous slide]: 200% Electronica is an album by Esprit. The main heading is assigned to Esprit because that is the name that appears on the item, as seen on the disc label here. The liner notes and additional statements of responsibility appear on the container. The liner notes describe how Esprit is George Clanton’s sample-based project and were transcribed as a statement of responsibility in a 500 notes. Here’s a clip of “Secret” from “200% electronica” [83] now, here’s a clip of “Keep a secret” from Clanton’s 100% Electronica, which was used as the basis for previous work [84]. The relationship between George Clanton and Esprit is further established by a 511 performer note seen here. Lastly, subject headings for this sound recording are seen here. A generic medium of performance of electronics is supplied, along with Electronica (Music) LCSH and Vaporwave (Music) genre term. 



Joint Pseudonym – A1.4: Names Not in Catalog 

The pseudonym represents a joint collaboration by two or more persons and 
the catalog does not contain items by those persons under their real name.

• One NAR for the joint pseudonym is created. 

• Place unused names in 400 fields (as see references).

• Use for cases where one or more persons write under their real name and the 
others do not.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now onto joint pseudonyms. Joint pseudonyms are pseudonym that are used by multiple persons either collaboratively or independently of each other. The following slide describes how to handle joint pseudonyms when there are no existing names in the catalog. A1.4 describes if the pseudonym represents a joint collaboration by two or more persons and the catalog does not contain items by those persons under their real name. One NAR is created for the joint pseudonym. All names associated with the join pseudonym are placed in 400 field as variant access points. Catalogers should use a hybrid of this and A1.5 (discussed later) when one or more persons write under their real name and the others do not. The other names are added as 5XX references, and the author who only publishes under the joint pseudonym is entered as a 4XX reference.



Joint Pseudonym – A1.4: Names Not in Catalog 

• One NAR for joint pseudonym.

• List unused names as variant 
access points.

• Use NAR for published works 
associated with joint pseudonym.

• Citation should include all known 
real names using this NAR.

100 1# Person, Alex
368 $c Anonyms and 
pseudonyms $2 lcsh

400 0# Person 1
400 0# Person 2

670 ## Person, Alex. Title of 
work, year of publication: $b 
location in/on resource (Alex 
Person (Person 1 & Person 
2)

[have]
Collaborative 

work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When a joint pseudonym is used by two or more persons who have a collaborative work and no other works under their real names in the catalog. One record is created for the joint pseudonym. A 368 field can be supplied with a subfield c of “Anonyms and pseudonyms $2 lcsh” to distinguish between real persons with similar names that do not directly conflict with the establishment of this record. All named persons are listed as 4XX variant access points in the joint pseudonym records. This NAR is used for all published works associated with the joint pseudonym. Include citations that substantiate the collaborators real name with published works as the joint pseudonym.



Joint Pseudonym – A1.5: Names In Catalog 
The joint pseudonym represents a joint collaboration by two or more persons 
each of who also use their real name and there are items in the catalog under 
the real names.
• Create one NAR for the joint pseudonym.

• Use the joint pseudonym as the basic heading.

• Create one NAR each for the associated names.

• On the joint pseudonym NAR provide a 500 field (see-also reference) for each of the 
associated real names.

• Note: If there is a mixture of used and unused real names apply a combination of 
A1.4 and A1.5 as needed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In instances where two or more people create collaborative works and they also use their real names, and there are items in the catalog under the real names. Create one NAR for the joint pseudonym. Similar to the earlier A1.3 example, the joint pseudonym is used as the basic NAR. An NAR Is created for each of the associated names. Provide 500 field see-also references for each of the associated real names in the basic joint pseudonym NARs. Lastly, if there are some names that do not have work in the catalog under their real names then catalogers can apply a combination of A1.4 and A1.5.



Complex See Also 
Reference

Joint Pseudonym – A1.5: Names In Catalog 

100 1# Person, Alex
368 $c Anonyms and 
pseudonyms $2 lcsh

400 1# Perception, Alexa
500 0# $w nnnc $a Person 1
500 0# $w nnnc $a Person 2
500 0# $w nnnc $a Person 3

663 ##: Joint pseudonym of 
Alexa Perception, Person 1, 
Person 2, Person 3. For works 
of these authors entered under 
their own names search also 
under: $b Person 1 $b Person 
2 $b Person 3

100 0# Person 1
368 $c African Americans $2 

lcdgt
500 1# $w nnnc $a Person, Alex

100 0# Person 2
368 $c Danes $2 lcdgt

500 1# $w nnnc $a Person, Alex

Real identity

100 0# Person 3
368 $c Swedes $2 lcdgt

500 1# $w nnnc $a Person, Alex

Real Identity

Real Identity

[has]
Work

[has]
Work

[has]
Work

[have]
Collaborative 

work

663 For works of this author written in collaboration with Alexa 
Perception, Person 1, Person 2, and Person 3, search also 
under: $b Person 1 $b Person 2 $b Person 3Basic NAR

“Basic” NAR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Joint Pseudonym - A1.5: Names in Catalog: One basic NAR is created for the joint pseudonym. In this example we have 4 people sharing the name and they have one collaborative work published under this name. Note that one person, “Alexa Perception,” is listed in a 400 field. This is because this is a mixture of situations A1.4 and A1.5, one person does not have any works in the catalog, so they will only appear as a variant form of name when searched, in this instance that’s Alexa Perception. Below, the 663 complex see also reference tells catalogers to search for the other persons and omits in this example Alex Perception.  NARs also are created for each for the associated names, here I’ve included demographic information in 368-field to distinguish between the pseudonym and the real identities.  Each person also has a work in the catalog used under that name. Each record has a 663-field complex see also reference with the statement, “For works of this author written in collaboration with everyone listed here, search also under, then each name is listed and preceded by subfield “b’s.”  This links the individual NAR’s back to the joint pseudonym.



Joint Pseudonym – A1.6: Work Independently

The pseudonym is used by several persons working independently of each 
other.
• Create one NAR for the shared pseudonym.

• Treat the shared pseudonym NAR as the basic heading. 

• Create one NAR for each individual using the same pseudonym.

• Note: the NARs for the names associated with the shared pseudonym are 
established regardless of whether the persons using the same pseudonym wrote, 
performed, sang, painted, etc. under that name.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When a pseudonym is used by several persons working independently of each other apply the instructions for A1.6  Create one NAR for the shared pseudonym. Treat the shared pseudonym record as the basic heading. Create one record for everyone using the same pseudonym. Records for names associated with the shared pseudonym are established regardless of whether the persons using the same pseudonym created works under that name.



A1.6: Death’s Dynamic Shroud (Joint pseudonym) 
• Project began in 2014 with James Webster and Tech Honors.
• Name comes from an obscure YouTube video with a file name of 

“deathsdynamicshroud.wmv.”
• First album, “シェンムーONLINE,” released 2014-01-02 by James Webster. 
• Tech Honors releases, “ティーンファンタジー：MYSTIC QUEST,” 2014-02-18.
• 9th studio album, “失われた時REGRET,” released jointly on 2014-08-01.
• August 2014, Keith Rankin joins DDS with James Webster on 신세기 EVANGELIS.
• Keith and James release “I’ll try living like this,” on 2015-05-15, and charts 15th on Fact 

Magazine’s 50th best albums of 2015.
• James begins performing DDS as a solo live show in 2015.
• August 2017, DDS releases their first joint album, “Heavy black heart.”
• In 2017, Tech and James begin performing DDS live; the duo tours Japan in 2018.
• “I’ll try living like this” is released by 100% Electronica on vinyl (2020) and CD (2021).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Death’s dynamic shroud is a pseudonym shared amongst electronic producers and musicians Tech Honors, James Webster, and Keith Rankin. Each person also performs under various pseudonyms in other projects. The project began in 2014 as a series of mixtapes produced and released separately by James and Tech under the name death’s dynamic shroud.wmv.[84] The name comes from an obscure YouTube video Tech watched and sent to James in 2013.[85] And adopted it as a vaporwave genre name. James released the first DDS album Shenmue online in January 2014, based on the cult classic Sega Dreamcast video game. Afterwards Tech released Mystic Quest in February 2014. The two musicians would release 6 additional albums independently under the DDS name. Tech and James later released their ninth studio album simply called “Regret” in October of that year. That same month Keith Rankin, co-owner of Orange Milk Records joins the project and releases Evangelis. In May 2015, Keith and James release “I’ll try living like this,” and the album charts 15th on FACT Magazine’s 50th best albums of 2015. [86] James begins performing DDS as a solo live show in 2015. August 2017, DDS releases their first joint album, “Heavy black heart.” Later that year Tech and James begin performing DDS live, later touring Japan in 2018. “I’ll try living like this” is released by 100% Electronica on vinyl (2020) and CD (2021). [87]



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shout out to Machine Angel for putting together this diagram. [88] This Venn diagram shows the relationships between DDS albums and their creators, including which albums were created individually and which one’s were created collaboratively. Note that only one album, Heavy Black Heart, was created by all 3 producers.�



NAR’s for Death’s Dynamic Shroud (Joint pseudonym)

100 0 Death’s Dynamic Shroud $c (Joint
pseudonym)

400 0 Death’s Dynamic Shroud.wmv $c 
(Joint pseudonym)

400 0 DDS $c (Joint pseudonym)

400 0 DDS.wmv $c (Joint pseudonym)

500 1 $w nnnc $a Honors, Tech
500 1 $w nnnc $a Rankin, Keith

500 1 $w nnnc $a Webster, James $c 
(Musician)

663 Pseudonym used by multiple 
persons. For works by these 
performers written under their own 
or other names, search also 
under: $b Honors, Tech $b 
Rankin, Keith $b Webster, James 
(Musician)

100 1 Honors, Tech

500 0 $w nnnc $a Death’s Dynamic Shroud $c  
(Joint pseudonym)

100 1 Webster, James $c (Musician)

500 0 $w nnnc $a Death’s Dynamic Shroud $c  
(Joint pseudonym)

663 For works of this performer written in collaboration with 
[names], search also under: $b Death’s Dynamic Shroud 
(Joint pseudonym)

100 1 Rankin, Keith

500 0 $w nnnc $a Death’s Dynamic Shroud $c 
(Joint pseudonym)

“Basic” NAR NARs for each 500 listed in "basic" NAR

Alternate Identity

Alternate Identity

Alternate Identity

C
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Main entry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A basic NAR was created for Deaths Dynamic Shroud with the qualifying subfield c to avoid confusion with a corporate body. A 663 note was added with the text, “Pseudonym used by multiple persons. For works by these performers written under their own or other names, search also under all three names.” Three corresponding NARs were created for each producer using the name, with each record including a 500 reference for the shared pseudonym. Note that the arrows on the slide do not say, “real identity,” but instead say “alternate identity.” This was chosen because again, there’s no way to express this relationship in MARC. Since the joint pseudonym is chosen as the basic NAR it’s difficult to say what the relationship is, this is also reflected in the 663 note with the term “persons.” A complex see-also reference with the statement, “For works of the performer written under other names search also under Death’s Dynamic Shroud. An additional NAR was created for Mirror Kisses following the same construction, including an identical 663 note.



I’ll Try Living Like This / Death’s Dynamic Shroud

Container Page 4 of ContainerWork cat: 
OCLC no. 1285632214 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, we have Death’s Dynamic Shroud’s 2014 album “I’ll try living like this,” reprinted this year on CD by 100% Electronica. Let’s listen to CD player III from the album. [90] Here lyrics are printed on the container, and here the joint pseudonym appears along with the album title, which appears in the 100 and 245 fields seen here. Statements of responsibility for James Webster and Keith Rankin are printed on the container, seen here. This information is added in a 508-field creation/production credits note. The track list is printed on the container as well. This album is also known for being one of the few vaporwave releases to feature Korean track titles, with the genre almost exclusively using relying on Japanese characters. The track listing appears in the original Korean as well as Romanized in a linked 505 field. Lastly are the subject headings: a generic electronics LCMPT is used again, as well as LCSH terms: Electronica (Music), a narrower term of Synthpop (Music) is applied as well as the term Glitch music to capture the computer glitch and CD skip effects featured throughout the sound recording. Lastly, Popular music with a geographic subdivision for South Korea is used (Popular music $z Korea (South)). This was added because the basis for most works retain their original K-pop elements and can still be heard. I’ll also note that K-pop was recently added as a variant term for this heading. [91] Lastly, the genre term Vaporwave (Music) was used to completely encapsulate the sound recording.



I’ll Try Living Like This / Death’s Dynamic Shroud

382 1 1 electronics $2 lcmpt

650 0 Electronica (Music)

650 0 Synthpop (Music)

650 0 Glitch music.

650 0 Popular music $z Korea (South)

655 7 Vaporwave (Music) $2 lcgft

505 0 너땜에맘이맘이맘이맘이괴로워요 --
Loving is easy -- …

505 0 Nŏ ttaeme mami mami mami mami 
gŏlowoyo -- Loving is easy -- …

100 0 Death's Dynamic Shroud $c (Joint 
pseudonym), $e composer, $e performer.

245 1 0 I'll try living like this / $c death's dynamic 
shroud.

508 James Webster, Keith Rankin, producers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Duplicate text from previous slide]: Lastly, we have Death’s Dynamic Shroud’s 2014 album “I’ll try living like this,” reprinted this year on CD by 100% Electronica. Let’s listen to CD player III from the album. [90] Here lyrics are printed on the container, and here the joint pseudonym appears along with the album title, which appears in the 100 and 245 fields seen here. Statements of responsibility for James Webster and Keith Rankin are printed on the container, seen here. This information is added in a 508-field creation/production credits note. The track list is printed on the container as well. This album is also known for being one of the few vaporwave releases to feature Korean track titles, with the genre almost exclusively using relying on Japanese characters. The track listing appears in the original Korean as well as Romanized in a linked 505 field. Lastly are the subject headings: a generic electronics LCMPT is used again, as well as LCSH terms: Electronica (Music), a narrower term of Synthpop (Music) is applied as well as the term Glitch music to capture the computer glitch and CD skip effects featured throughout the sound recording. Lastly, Popular music with a geographic subdivision for South Korea is used (Popular music $z Korea (South)). This was added because the basis for most works retain their original K-pop elements and can still be heard. I’ll also note that K-pop was recently added as a variant term for this heading. [91] Lastly, the genre term Vaporwave (Music) was used to completely encapsulate the sound recording.



A1.6: Death’s Dynamic Shroud (Joint Pseudonym)

Death’s 
Dynamic 
Shroud 

(Joint 
pseudonym)

Webster, James 
(Musician)

Honors, Tech

Rankin, Keith

HCMJ (Musician)

Rose, Xepter
(Musician)*

Peake, Rebecca, 
active 2011-

Real identity

Giant Claw 
(Musician)*

Alternate 
identity

Real identity

Winter Sleep 
(Musician)*

Joint 
pseudonym

Alternate 
identity

I’ll try living like this, 
2021

Giant Claw vs 
Guerilla Toss

Selenitic 
Landscapes

Dreams

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turns out things were far more complicated that I initially signed up for: This sound recording resulted in the creation of not one, or four, but NINE NARs. This is because Keith and James had works in the catalog under their other pseudonyms Winter Sleep, Xepter Rose, as well as Giant Claw. I typically have a rule of three, so no more than 3 pseudonyms are created for a single real name. However, even with joint pseudonyms that proves to be very daunting. �

https://deathsdynamicshroud.bandcamp.com/album/ill-try-living-like-this
https://winter-sleep.bandcamp.com/album/dreams
https://xepterrose.bandcamp.com/album/selenitic-landscapes
https://giantclaw.bandcamp.com/album/giant-claw-vs-guerilla-toss


Conclusion
• Genre is a conversation. It provides people, groups and organizations with a shared 

language of terms and concepts to better facilitate interaction and description with 
world around them and amongst themselves.

• Controlled vocabularies, including taxonomies and ontologies, help better illustrate the 
relationships between things and concepts. 

• Assigning genres to things with authorized terms from controlled vocabularies 
provides clarity on what things are, their “is-ness.” Whereas subject headings (LCSH) 
are useful for describing what things are about, their “about-ness.

• The division between popular music terms and art music terms, specifically electronic 
music and electronica music requires further discussion and modernization. The 
discourse around these genres also conveniently omits the role of hip-hop music. 

• People use pseudonyms to for a variety of reasons, including to create and publish 
works separate from their real identity or in collaboration with others.

• Both the NAF and MARC can show complex relationships between agents. However, 
updates to MARC with an eye towards linked data provides opportunities to have 
nuanced discussions about agents and authority control.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In conclusion, genre is a conversation. It provides people, groups and organizations with a shared language of terms and concepts to better facilitate interaction and description with world around them and amongst themselves. Controlled vocabularies, including taxonomies and ontologies, help better illustrate the relationships between things and concepts. Assigning genres to things with authorized terms from controlled vocabularies provides clarity on what things are, their “is-ness.” Whereas subject headings (LCSH) are useful for describing what things are about, their “about-ness. The division between popular music terms and art music terms, specifically electronic music and electronica music requires further discussion and modernization. The discourse around these genres also conveniently omits the role of hip-hop music. People use pseudonyms to for a variety of reasons, including to create and publish works separate from their real identity or in collaboration with others. Both the NAF and MARC can show complex relationships between agents. However, updates to MARC with an eye towards linked data provides opportunities to have nuanced discussions about agents and authority control.�



desert sand feels warm at night -
屋烏の愛

https://youtu.be/ChW0gUWlyyI

https://youtu.be/ChW0gUWlyyI


Additional Examples
• Working with Electronic Instruments in LCSH.
• Fugue for Toy Piano, Pans and More by Andrea Pensado.
• NARs for Daniel Lopatin (Oneohtrix Point Never).
• Rifts [Editions] by Oneohtrix Point Never.
• Rifts [Sound Recording] by Oneohtrix Point Never.
• Don’t Make Me Over ; Falling in Love [Sound Recording] by Sybil (Singer). 
• The Coldest Rap [Sound Recording] by Ice-T (Musician).
• NARs for Jornt Elzinga (Cat System Corp (Musician)).
• NARs for Ramona Xavier (Vektroid (Musician)).



Working with Electronic Instruments in LCSH
Electronics alone: 

• Follow standard practice: Sonatas (Electronics) ; Computer music, etc. 
Duets with electronics and a non-electronic instrument:

• Bassoon and electronic music ; Electronic and violin music ; however, Guitar and 
synthesizer music.

Duets with electronics and non-electronic keyboard instruments:
• Piano and electronic music ; however Electronic keyboard and piano music.

Ensembles including electronics: 
• Septets (Electronics, percussion) ; Trios (Harpsichord, ondes Martenot, xylophone) ; 

Pianos (2), celesta, percussion, synthesizer with chamber orchestra.
Electronics and large ensemble (> 9 performers):

• Symphonies (Musique concrète)
Ensembles accompanied by electronics: 

• Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices) with electronics.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 [Read through slides]



Fugue for toy piano, pans and more : (2019) / 
Andrea Pensado

505 0
Fugue for toy piano, pans and more : 
(2019) / Andrea Pensado (Andrea 
Pensado, voice, electronics)

Non-Event at Home – Waterworks Session 
with Andrea Pensado

May 7, 2021

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ZK21F
VtIo0

Work cat: 
OCLC# 1136490080 

700 1 2 $i Container of work: $a Fugue for toy 
piano, pans and more.

650 0 Songs with instrumental ensemble.

650 0 Electronic music.

655 7 Chamber music $2 lcgft.

382 0 1

female voice $n 1 $d toy piano $n 1 $d 
electronics $v steel drums and other 
resonant objects manipulated by 
electronic signals $n 1 $s 1 $2 lcmpt

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ZK21FVtIo0


A1.3: Oneohtrix Point Never (Musician)

Lopatin, Daniel
(Electronic musician 

and composer)

Real Identity

Oneohtrix Point Never 
(Musician)

(Electronic musician)

Alternate Identity

Real Identity

Person, Chuck (Musician)
(Vaporwave project)

Alternate Identity

Eccojams. Vol 1, 2010 
[2021]

Replica, 2011 [2021]

Uncut Gems, 2019

Lopatin 
[has]

https://www.discogs.com/release/17707891-Chuck-Person-Chuck-Persons-Eccojams-Vol-1
https://oneohtrixpointnever.bandcamp.com/album/replica
https://oneohtrixpointnever.bandcamp.com/album/uncut-gems-original-motion-picture-soundtrack-3


NARs for Daniel Lopatin (Oneohtrix Point Never)

100 1 Person, Chuck $c (Musician)
400 1 Persons, Chuck $c (Musician)
500 1 $w nnnc $a Lopatin, Daniel
663 Works by this performer are identified by 

the name used in the item. For a listing of 
other names used by this performer, 
search also under: $b Lopatin, Daniel

100 1 Lopatin, Daniel
500 0 $w nnnc $a Oneohtrix Point Never 

$c (Musician)
500 1 $w nnnc $a Person, Chuck $c 

(Musician)
663 For works of this performer 

entered under other names, 
search also under: $b Oneohtrix 
Point Never (Musician) $b Person, 
Chuck (Musician)

670 Oneohtrix Point Never (Musician). 
Rifts, 2012: $b container (…)

670   Person, Chuck. Eccojams. Volume 
1, 2021: $b disc label (…)

100 0 Oneohtrix Point Never $c (Musician)
400 0 OPN $c (Musician)
500 1 $w nnnc $a Lopatin, Daniel
663 Works by this performer are identified by 

the name used in the item. For a listing of 
other names used by this performer, 
search also under: $b Lopatin, Daniel

Alternate Identity

Alternate Identity

Complex See Also Reference

“Basic” NAR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The name authority record for Daniel Lopatin was upgraded to a basic NAR to reflect the additional pseudonym “Chuck Person.” This was done following LC-PCC PS for Individuals with more than one identity and led to the modification of the existing Lopatin record into the basic NAR by changing the reference to Oneohtrix Point Never from a 400 to a 500-field coded $w nnnc. Then adding Chuck Person in a 500 field, along with a complex see-also reference in a 663-field. An additional 670 citation for Eccojams, vol. 1 was added to reflect the necessity for this change. The existing record for Oneohtrix Point Never was similarly updated and a reciprocal 663 complex see-also note was added. Lastly the record for Chuck Person was added, with the $c qualifier (Musician), along with a see-also reference back to the Lopatin record.



Rifts / Oneohtrix Point Never

Compilation album with three “versions”
• Each version consists of 3 studio 

albums, some include previously 
released material from other projects.

• 2 CD edition [2009]
• 3 CD edition [2012]
• 5 LP edition [2012]

• Includes 3 original albums and previously 
released material as 2 compilation albums: 
Drawn and quartered ; The fall into time.

• All 5 albums were separately repressed on 
vinyl for Record Store Day 2021.



Rifts / Oneohtrix Point Never 
(Musician)

Disc 1 Disc 2 Disc 3

Container

Container VersoWork cat: 
OCLC no. 813545842 



Rifts / Oneohtrix Point Never (Musician)

382 1 1 electronics $2 lcmpt

65X X Electronica (Music)

65X X Ambient music.

65X X Noise pop (Music)

655 7 Ambient music (Electronica) $2 lcgft

505 0 CD 1. Betrayed in the octagon. … --

505 8 CD 2. Zones without people. … --

264 1 [Brooklyn, NY] : $b Software : $b No Fun 
Productions, $c [2012] 

264 2 [Brooklyn, NY] : $b Mexican Summer

740 0 2 Betrayed in the octagon.

740 0 2 Zones without people.

Publication and distributor information



Don’t Make Me Over ; Falling in Love / Sybil (Singer)

382 1 1 singer $2 lcmpt

65X X Rhythm and blues music.

65X X Electronic dance music.

650 0 Remixes.

655 7 Remixes (Music) $2 lcgft

508 Tom King (Don’t make me over), James 
Bratton, Keith Dumpson (Falling in Love), mixing 
engineers.

700 1 King, Tony $q (Tony Moorcroft), $e mixing 
engineer.

500 Don't make me over remixed by Tony King.

505 0 Don't make me over. The KING-dom come mix 
(7:20) ; Radio (3:54) -- Falling in love. Club mix 
(5:52) ; Radio (4:00).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Don’t make me over” was written by Burt Bacharach and Hal David in 1962 and recorded by Dionne Warwick the same year and performed live in 1963. Sybil Lynch, who performs as Sybil, recorded a contemporary R&B cover of “Don’t make me over” in 1989. She would later release a single featuring remixes on Next Plateau records. In this sound recording British music producer and engineer Tom King “remixes” Sybil version as, “the KING-dome come mix.” However, the sound recording erroneously credits King as “remixing” the album, when it’s in fact a re-mixing of the work, as in he’s a mixing engineer rather than a remix artist for this sound recording. 



Don’t Make Me Over ; Falling in Love / 
Sybil (Singer)

Work cat: 
OCLC no. 31882493 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Don’t make me over” was written by Burt Bacharach and Hal David in 1962 and recorded by Dionne Warwick the same year and performed live in 1963. Sybil Lynch, who performs as Sybil, recorded a contemporary R&B cover of “Don’t make me over” in 1989. She would later release a single featuring remixes on Next Plateau records. In this sound recording British music producer and engineer Tom King “remixes” Sybil version as, “the KING-dome come mix.” However, the sound recording erroneously credits King as “remixing” the album, when it’s in fact a re-mixing of the work, as in he’s a mixing engineer rather than a remix artist for this sound recording. 



The coldest rap ; Cold wind-madness / Ice-T.
382 1 1 rapper $2 lcmpt

Electro example: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
_RR3reLk9aA&t=7s

Work cat:
OCLC no. 659767643

The Coldest Rap: 
Ice-T enters at 1:12 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
MDo1DqolHOg

382 0 1 rapper $n 1 $a electronic keyboard 
$n 1 $a bass guitar $n 1 $a 
synthesizer $v OB-8 $n 1 $s 4 $2 
lcmpt

511 0 Ice "T" (Tracy Marrow) ; with Jimmy 
Jam, keyboards ; Terry Lewis, bass ; 
Daniel Sofer, OBX8.

650 0 Rap (Music)

650 0 Electronica (Music)

655 7 Rap (Music) $2 lcgft

655 7 Electro (Music) $2 lcgft

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_RR3reLk9aA&t=7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MDo1DqolHOg


A1.3: Cat System Corp. (Jornt Elzinga)

Elzinga, Jornt
(Real Identity)

Mesektet (Musician)
(Drone/ambient project)

Alternate Identity

Cat System Corp. 
(Musician)

(Vaporwave project)

Real Identity

Alternate Identity

Real Identity

Towards a bleak 
sun, 2014

Building a better 
world, 2020Laurila, Luke, 1995-

(Real Identity) Real Identity
Telepath (Musician), 1992-

(Vaporwave project)
Work cat: 

OCLC no. 1245600311 

https://coldspring.bandcamp.com/album/towards-a-bleak-sun-csr191cd
https://catsystemcorp.bandcamp.com/album/building-a-better-world


100 0 Cat System Corp. $c (Musician)
400 猫シ Corp.
400 Nekoshi Corp.
400 Catcorp. 
500 1 $w nnnc $a Elzinga, Jornt
663 Works by this performer are identified by 

the name used in the item. For a listing of 
other names used by this performer, 
search also under: $b Elzinga, Jornt

100 1 Elzinga, Jornt
500 0 $w nnnc $a Mesektet $c 

(Musician)
500 0 $w nnnc $a Cat System Corp. $c 

(Musician)
663 For works of this performer 

entered under other names, 
search also under: $b Cat System 
Corp. (Musician) $b Mesektet
(Musician)

670 Building a better world, 2019: $b 
disc label (猫シ Corp. (romanized
as Nekoshi Corp.))

100 0 Mesektet $c (Musician)
500 1 $w nnnc $a Elzinga, Jornt
663 Works by this performer are identified by 

the name used in the item. For a listing of 
other names used by this performer, 
search also under: $b Elzinga, Jornt

Alternate Identity

Alternate Identity

Complex See Also Reference

NARs for Cat System Corp. (Jornt Elzinga)

“Basic” NAR



A1.3: Xavier, Ramona Andra (Vektroid)

Xavier, 
Ramona Andra, 

1992-
(Real name)

Real Identity

Real Identity

New Dreams Ltc. 
(Musician), 1992-

Macintosh Plus 
(Musician), 1992-

Alternate Identity

Real Identity

Sacred Tapestry 
(Musician), 1992-

Alternate Identity

Real Identity

Vektroid (Musician), 
1992-

(Primary pseudonym)

Alternate Identity

Alternate Identity

Floral shoppe, 2012 Sick & panic, 2019

Sleepline, 2016

Shader complete, 2016

Seed & synthetic Earth, 2017
Work cat: 
OCLC no. 1245966595 

https://vektroid.bandcamp.com/album/sick-panic
https://vektroid.bandcamp.com/album/shader-complete
https://vektroid.bandcamp.com/album/floral-shoppe
https://vektroid.bandcamp.com/album/sleepline
https://vektroid.bandcamp.com/album/seed-synthetic-earth


NARs for Xavier, Ramona Andra (Vektroid)
100 1 Xavier, Ramona Andra, $d 1992-

500 0 $w nnnc $a Macintosh Plus $c 
(Musician), $d 1992-

500 0 $w nnnc $a New Dreams Ltd. $c 
(Musician), $d 1992-

500 0 $w nnnc $a Sacred Tapestry $c 
(Musician), $d 1992-

500 0 $w nnnc $a Vektroid $c (Musician), 
$d 1992-

663 For works of this performer entered 
under other names, search also 
under: $b Macintosh Plus, 
(Musician), 1992- $b New Dreams 
Ltd. (Musician), 1992- $b $b Sacred 
Tapestry (Musician), 1992- $b 
Vektroid (Musician), 1992-

100 0 $w nnnc $a Vektroid $c (Musician), $d 
1992-

500 1 $w nnnc $a Xavier, Ramona Andra, $d 
1992-

100 0 Macintosh Plus $c (Musician), $d 1992-

500 1 $w nnnc $a Xavier, Ramona Andra, $d 
1992-

100 0 Sacred Tapestry $c (Musician), $d 1992-

500 1 $w nnnc $a Xavier, Ramona Andra, $d 
1992-

663 Works by this performer are identified by the name used in the 
item. For a listing of other names used by this performer, 
search also under: $b Xavier, Ramona Andra, 1992-

100 0 New Dreams Ltd. $c (Musician), $d 1992-

500 1 $w nnnc $a Xavier, Ramona Andra, $d 
1992-

“Basic” NAR NARs for each 500 listed in "basic" NAR

Alternate Identity

Alternate Identity

Alternate Identity

Alternate Identity

C
om

pl
ex

 S
ee
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o 
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Main entry
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